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Abstract. Prime decomposition criteria in non-abelian normal extensions L of 
degree 8 are studied， where L isobtained by adjoining a square， root or a quartic root of 
the fundamental unit of a quadratic field according as the norm of th巴unitis equal to-1 
or 1. 
~1. Introduction 
Let m be a positive square free rational integer. In this paper we give an expression 
to the 2n (n = 1 or2) residue symbol of the fundamental unit Sm of the quadratic field k = 
Q (./iTI)， relative to certain primes q. 
If the norm ofεm is -1 we consider the quadratic character of臼・ Thiscase has been 
already studied， for example in [1 J， [4 J . Ifthe norm of Sm is + 1 we consider its 
biquadratic character. This case has been studied in [5J ， [6]， and later in [3J so as 
to include also the case where the norm of臼 is-1. Here we apply the methods and results 
of [2J 削 heconstruction of [3J ; this will give f伽O町…r削 ainq a釘…r
by certain prime decomposition symbols defined i加n [2勾J. 
We set η=R+s;m， where (R， S)is the minimum positive solution of 
(1. 1) R2_mS2=1. 
By [3， Lemma 1J there exists a unique decomposition m=de， d， e>O， a unique pair of 
positive integers V， W and a unique number t=l or 2 such that t=1 if m~l (mod 4)， (t， d)
ヰ(1，1) and that 
(1 .2) t=dV2_eW2，η二 S2，
where 
(1. 3) 
If N(εm)= -1，ε=εJz or εm and if N(εm) =十1，S2 ニ ε~ or εm according as the 
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diophantine equation r2-ms2=4 has or has not odd solutions (r， s).
The prime decomposition symbol we will consider is [dt， -et， q] ， as defined in [2， 
Definition 1. 1 and Definition 5. 2] . 
Let m=Pl P2…Pr the decomposition of m in a product of prime numbers. We consider 
odd primes q such that 
1， It， IP (1. 4) (一一)=(~) =(一::;')=1 (i=l， "'， r) q 'q" q 
Then εcar山 ir伽附e吋d出 ar山
w附耐el仙叫刷叩a山lt刷 t)w袖he児悦r閃eq杓isa prime ideal (ばOぱfd拘e昭g悶 1)di討V巾is附
s叩ub凶f臼ie凶l副d0ぱfQ似(r工工，.，rτ，;P了，…，.f日.
~2. Calculation of [dt， -et， q]
We apply [2， Theorem 5. 1] with d1二 dtand d2二 et.As t2=dtV2-etW2， the number 
m of [2， Theorem 5. 1] is equal to 1. Also the number d of [2， Theorem 5. 1] is equal 
to our number t. Thus we obtain : 
PROPOSITION. Let q be aρrime number satisfying (1. 4)， and congruent to 1 modulo 8 
if t iseven or if m is even and d or -e三 1(mod 4). Then 
dt， 1 -et 
[dt， -et， q]=(ー τ)=(-iー)，
ωhere b， X， Y is any solution of the following dioρhantine equation such that 







ifm三一l(mod4)， d三一e三1(mod 4)， t=l; 
ずm手 1(mod 4)， d or -e三1(mod 8)， t=l ; 
(σm=: -l(mod山一e二刊od4)目
σmj -1 (mod 4)， d or -e三5(mod 8); 
ずm三2(mod 4)， d or -e三 1(mod 4); 
ずm三一l(mod4)， t=2. 
As in [3] we set d'二 dt，e'=et，μ=t-WIごe，li=t+W;ごe'，v=2t+2V;司r-
v=2t-2V./百.， and define the following fields : 
(3. 1) k=Q (.fτ百)， K=Q (.;cr， .，r二百)， L=K (./!i). 
Then， as μ戸=V2d'， L is a dihedral extension of Q whose subfield structure is as 








As (d'， e')=l or 2 and as vand μare prime to one another up to a square factor in K， 
the only ideals which can ramify in L/k lie above 2. Therefore the conductor f of L/k is 
a power of 2. 
Let S be the ray c1ass field modulo f above k， and let立andK* respectively the central 
c1ass field and the genus field above K relative to S/Q. 
Then LcS， and， as Gal(L/K) belongs to the center of Gal(L/Q)， Lc食.As L/Q is non 
abelian， La;Kへsothat [食:K勺=2
Let q be a rational prime congruent to 1 modulo 4 and decomposed in K* in ideals of 
the first degree. From [2J we have 
K/K* 
(3. 2) [d'， -e'， qJ=(一一可ー)
L/K ， ，u， ，v =(一一一一一)=(~)ニ(ー)，NK*/Kq 'q' 'q 
/食¥，
K¥K/L 特
where q and q are prime ideal factor of q in K* and K respectively. 
According to [2， Theorem 4. 3J ，the field K* is given as 
(3.3) K*ニ同Q({rT)， 
where ko is the ordinary genus field of k， and f isa positive rational integer， which can 
be ca1culated from the conductor f ofthe extension L/k. As f and f have the same prime 
factors， f isa power of 2. Therefore the primes q= 1 (mod 4) completely decomposed in 
K* are the primes satisfying (2. 1) and， inthe case where f>4 
(3. 4) q三1(mod f). 
From the value of f given in [3J ，we deduce the value of f. Both of them are listed in the 
following table : 
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Tab!e 1 
j1. tラd，e f 
1 or 2 1 or4 
m三1(mod 4) 
E三 (mod4) 』 8 
t=2 16 16 
t=}， d三宮三一1(mod 4) 16 16 
m三 -1(mod 4) l=l， d""一巳三 (mod4)， W ood 8 8 
tニ 1，d三一巴三 (mod4)， Vl even 1 or 4 1 0γ4 
d三2，-e三 1(mod 4) 4 8 
d三-1， e三2(mod 4) 4 8 
m三 (mod4) d三2(n~tod 4)， -e三1(11む仁18) 1 or 2 1 01" 4 
d三1.{mod8)， e三2(mod 4) 1γ2 1 or 4 
l¥J OW， 2) aI吋:3) obtain 
5)εν=t -1Jノ 9
and that f二上5ift=2， vve sεe that we hov日
TEEOREIvL Let m be a 匂
的 brin'ie 目 Letεbe
~) and 4) where f is
ち) iム¥ q i -etヲqJ' 
Table L Tf切符
mtio仰 J
and q a 
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